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Dear friends of PolyM,

Nearly 40 years have passed since engineer Anton Meyer developed 
the first PolyM building bricks. Since its introduction, the PolyM 
construction system has been a hit with children and teachers all over 
the world – due to the fact that it combines great building fun with 
stimulation of the child’s capabilities.

Time and again it is fascinating to watch the creativity and 
imagination children show while playing. In fact, even very young 
children play with the PolyM building bricks just as school children 
do, each one in his completely individual way.

When developing the numerous new building bricks that have been 
added over the years, our main concern has always been top quality 
and high standards of safety.

All PolyM building bricks are produced 
in our plant in accordance with 
international standards of safety 
and are regularly tested by an 
independent testing institute.

With our best wishes for an exciting 
time with PolyM.

Your PolyM Team

PolyM Manufaktur GmbH 
Dorfstraße 
OT Kleinhartmannsdorf 
D-09575 Eppendorf

Popular in kindergartens across Germany
“Young children love PolyM. The soft, round-edged 
blocks are machine washable and completely 
safe, which is very important to me as a teacher. 
This is one educational toy that I can recommend 
to everyone.”

Karola E.   Kindergarten Specialist

668692

Durable

little noise

Machine washable

Bricks are machine washable to keep them 
sanitary, which has been testified to and 
published within the Japan Nursing Science 
Society.

Flexible material

PolyM proves to be a longtime company that grows with your child

2-Dimensional
Building

3-Dimensional 
Building Team PlayArchitecture

Nurtures interest 
in colours, shapes 
and numbers.

Build simple 
standing structures 
anyway you like.

Share and work together 
with friends for systematic 
building while developing 
social skills and a sense 
of rules.

Design a complex 
structure first 
and then make it 
happen.

The size and surface 
making it easier for 
children to grasp, 
assemble and play.

High quality PE from Italy 
makes our PolyM bricks 
flexible and guarantees 
safety during play. Even 
stepping on them doesn’t 
hurt!

Durable and longevity, 
children can play with 
confidence.

The flexible touch 
emits little noise 
when bricks knock 
against each other, 
making them safe 
for young ears and 
not disturbing to 
others.

And the waterproof 
surface makes them 
suitable for bath tubs 
and pools as well.

The round edges allow 
connected blocks to rotate 
and change angles freely.

PolyM are the perfect bricks to build your child’s focus  , imagination and mathematical thinking .

&Development Skill &Quality Safety

Big blocks, easy to 
grasp and assemble

PolyM bricks are light 
enough to float on water

With round edges to extend 
the building possibilities 

*Please put the bricks in a washing bag before washing
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